
 

Public Comment! 

New City Church 2019 Vision 

Hi! Please answer the questions below and comment on the four areas of discernment. We’ll 
collate the results and (anonymously) share them on January 6 at a lunch for people who 
are regular givers (at any giving level!). 

Be super honest! Also, if you would like to disclose an identity that is relevant to this 
conversation, it will be weighted accordingly (i.e., a disabled person’s comments about 
accessibility will be weighted more than able-bodied people’s, etc.) 

 

what is 1 way you have experienced God at New City this year?  

(or more than one…) 

 

 

 

What Is something life changing new city could do in 2019? 

 

 

 

 

what is something that you would be excited to invite your 
friends to in 2019?  

 

 

 

 

 



Comment Form (see info sheet for background) 

Area 1: Online campus? Bilingual Service? 

• How important is higher quality online service to you? What medium would you prefer 
to tune into sermons online? (Facebook Live, Youtube, SoundCloud, podcasting, etc.) 

• What would a bilingual service look like, where English- and Spanish-speakers not only 
enjoy community but have a meaningful worship experience? 

 

 

Area 2: Backyard Farms Initiative 

• Who is someone who has the gifts to lead Backyard Farms in 2019? If a leader doesn’t 
arise, what would you like our environmental justice/outreach life to look like? 

 

 

Area 3: Relationship with Walker 

• What would your ideal be for New City’s relationship to the Walker building? 

 

 

Area 4: Riverside Innovation Hub (Baird Linke) 

• What is most important to you about New City? 
• What does it look like for New City to live out our values in our own neighborhood 

(Phillips/Powderhorn/Central)? 
 
 

 

Anything Else? 

 

 

Name/contact info (optional) 

 



Background info! 

Area 1: Online campus? Bilingual Service? 

• Several people watch New City’s sermons through Facebook Live. How important is 
higher quality online service to you? What medium would you prefer to tune into 
sermons online? (Facebook Live, Youtube, SoundCloud, podcasting, etc.) 

• About half a dozen native Spanish speakers have told New City that they would 
come to Community Table more regularly if we offered Spanish worship services. 
There are a ton of models for how to do bilingual service. What would a bilingual 
service look like, where English- and Spanish-speakers not only enjoy community but 
have a meaningful worship experience? 

 

Area 2: Backyard Farms Initiative 

• Backyard Farms is here to show God’s abundance by growing abundant food and 
creating abundant relationships with neighbors 

• Backyard Farms grew out of the Fruit Tree program, and we have gotten pretty good 
with planting permaculture guilds (like fruits+veggies+herbs) with quite a few 
neighbors. The team has good ideas to continue neighbor engagement even in cold 
seasons 

• However, circumstances arose that left Backyard Farms without a dedicated leader 
for 2019. Who would be a leader you nominate for this? If a leader doesn’t arise, what 
would you like our environmental justice/outreach life to look like? 

 

Area 3: Relationship with Walker 

• New City has outgrown the dining room on the 2nd floor of the Walker building. 
Research shows that churches feel most comfortable when they’re 80% full, and we’re 
way past that (especially on big Sundays).  

• Simultaneously, Walker Church is having strategic discussions on what they will do as a 
community once their pastor (Walter) retires in July 2019. Leaders from both 
communities have met to vision cast what our future of cohabitation might look like 

• Based off of our community’s feedback, New City has explicitly and repeatedly told 
Walker that it would be mutually destructive for New City and Walker to merge, 
particularly in Sunday morning services. This is not ‘personal’—research everywhere 
indicates that merging two communities with different “DNA” almost invariably ends in 
failure. 

• With that said, there are plenty of opportunities for collaboration as two separate 
communities, especially re: use of the building. Both communities affirm that we want 
the building to be an asset to the neighborhood, which it certainly is currently. Both 
communities also agree that it would be a good idea for New City to start sending 
people to learn some of the building management. 



• How do you feel about worshiping on the first floor for some Sundays? What would your 
ideal be for New City’s relationship to the Walker building? 

Area 4: Riverside Innovation Hub (Baird Linke) 

• Baird Linke is New City’s “Innovation Coach,” a position made possible by Augsburg’s 
Innovation Hub program. He has intentionally listened to the community to discern 
core values. If you haven’t had a chance to talk to Baird (or if you have + thought of 
something else), what would you like to tell us about what is most important to you 
about New City? 

• Moving into early 2019, Baird create discernment space for New City people to live 
out our values into the neighborhood. What does it look like for New City to live out our 
values in our own neighborhood (Phillips/Powderhorn/Central)? There will also be an 
opportunity for New City to apply for a grant to live out our innovation idea! 

 

Ongoing Things: 

Here are some things that are growing/we feel confident about. Feel free to comment on 
these as well: 

1. Community Table: Consistent, positive feedback about Community Table! (except 
requests for having more space—the introverts especially n e e d more space) 
(also…should we keep offering refreshments? Or just bevvies?) 

2. Children’s Ministry: We have a rotation of leaders teaching Bible-based lessons 
3. Life Together groups: Next year we’re looking to offer more training for white 

participants of Life Together groups based on what we learned from white-bodied 
supremacy worskhops 

4. White bodied supremacy workshops: Both people of color and white folks have 
attested to how transformative this has been for them! 

5. Classes (Gospel Living, Gospel Living II): People LOVED our Gospel Living class and its 
preparation for Full Partnership + baptism at New City. In January, we’ll offer “Gospel + 
Community Organizing” and “Gospel + Finances”, which will also be preparatory for 
Full Partnership 

6. Justice/Advocacy work: Being a part of Make Homes Happen has been awesome. 
Next year the participants of the Gospel + Community Organizing class will steer the 
ship for what justice looks like at New City! 

7. Solidarity Day with organizations: So fun to worship offsite!  
8. New City Community Fun Group: We have a fb group for folks regular to New City who 

want to post about non-New City fun things (like a show you’re going to, etc.). If 
you’re not on it, let us know and we can add you! 

9. Prayer Wall: Yay Earl! 


